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College application season can be an exciting and challenging time for parents and children. Over the last 15 years, I’ve worked 
on both sides of the college admissions process. I’ve seen firsthand how the application process highlights the tension between 
an institution’s bottom line and the lives of our teens. With the right frame of mind, the college process can be a transformational 
journey. Here are my suggestions for managing the process.

Five Take-Aways for 10th Grade Families

While the college counseling process at Flintridge Prep begins in earnest junior year, the following information for parents of 
sophomores may help focus student and parent energy in preparation for the college application process.

Assess what genuinely excites you. The summer after sophomore year is a time for students to strengthen their 
extracurricular involvement, using this time to confirm whether they would like to continue investing in a particular area or if they 
would like to explore something new. We don’t recommend pursuing an academic program or internship until the summer after 
junior year. By pacing summer experiences in this way, we are helping students add dimension to their presentation.

Work smarter, not harder. Over-testing can be a cause of stress among teens. At Flintridge Prep, we want students to have 
enough testing experience to feel comfortable, but not so much that they feel overwhelmed. Flintridge Prep administers a 
practice SAT (PSAT) during the school year for sophomores and juniors. We offer the exam to sophomores simply to expose them 
to the duration and content of the exam. We recommend juniors take the March SAT or the April ACT and test again as seniors 
in either August (SAT) or September (ACT). Because of the knowledge acquisition necessary to perform well on these exams, 
students who sit for exams prior to spring of junior year are potentially increasing the number of times they will ultimately test by 
the end of senior year. 

Some colleges do not offer merit aid awards. Junior year, students are automatically considered by the College Board (the 
author of the SAT exam) to compete for merit-based scholarships. Students who are eligible for such scholarships, which are 
awarded based on PSAT scores, may not ultimately enroll at an institution that accepts merit awards, since not all colleges offer 
merit aid. Most highly selective institutions offer need-based financial aid instead of awarding aid based on a student’s academic 
performance. Some colleges that do offer merit awards are the UC system, USC, Johns Hopkins and Washington University, St. 
Louis. 

In the end, it’s about the location, people and size. The summer after sophomore year is a time for students to conduct a 
simple exercise to assess their reactions while visiting diverse environments. If you already have a family vacation planned, try to 
add a college visit to the agenda. Relax and enjoy your time together, talking about your child’s future in a general way. There is 
a time to plan campus visits to show “demonstrated interest,” and your child’s college counselor will explain this process junior 
year. If your family remains local, we recommend visiting the Claremont Colleges and Occidental to get a feel for small, liberal 
arts campuses; USC to get a sense of a medium-sized, urban campus; and UCLA to see a large public research university in 
action.



Advice for All Parents

Move past rankings. Pinning a child’s hopes on the most highly selective schools is bound to lead to stress. According to data 
from the Department of Education, more than three-quarters of U.S. undergraduates attend colleges that accept at least half their 
applicants. Just 4% of students attend schools that accept 25% or fewer. Hardly any students—fewer than 1%—attend schools 
such as Harvard or Yale, which accept fewer than 10%. With these statistics in mind, most families are better off focusing on a 
range of college options. 

Remember that being realistic doesn’t mean your child isn’t incredible. Flintridge Prep is regionally and nationally 
recognized for educating the finest scholars, athletes, actors, musicians and artists. Ours is a community where academic 
views are challenged, where faculty members empathize with their students, where parents support each other and where our 
administration thoughtfully implements new initiatives, all while preserving the culture. Chief among our priorities is providing a 
college counseling process that is thoughtful and student-centered. Students identify the characteristics of a community where 
they will thrive. They consider what they want to get out of the experience and what they want to contribute to their future 
community. With this information, the experts in our office select a variety of college options—some of which are less selective. 

It’s not personal. The reason the most selective institutions in the country reward perfection is that they can afford to do so. 
This is not personal—it’s a business model. College recruiters encourage students to apply even with limited spaces. Sadly, 
students aren’t entitled to go to their top choice as a rite of passage. Like Flintridge Prep, colleges are forming a class, seeking 
an ever-evolving set of characteristics, many of which are outside the control of applicants. In addition to ingenuity, intellectual 
curiosity, talent and resilience, schools seek specialists in arts and athletics, development prospects, and often weight 
admissions to favor legacies. 

Look past college. In 2014, Flintridge Prep removed “preparation for college” from its mission statement. This decision 
intentionally emphasizes Prep’s aim to prepare students for a life beyond college. In the end, the data shows us that students 
who find the right college—despite rankings—seek mentors, contribute meaningfully to their community and challenge 
themselves academically will be highly successful in life.

Seek support for your family. We see a national trend in rising anxiety and depression rates among teens. Talk with a dean, 
coach, teacher, school counselor or professional counselor if you see signs of abnormal stress in your teen. Many of our students 
find that the campus meditation club helps them manage day-to-day anxiety and promotes balance. Like other schools, Prep 
offers nationally recognized campus speakers to widen the discussion about academic and admissions pressure. 
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